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(minhag) had always played a large part in the everyday life
of the Jews, and Ezra reckoned with this when he drew into
the orbit of the Torah a number of ancient practices which were
quickly added to the code sponsored by Jahweh. The first
function of the commentators was to elicit from the Scriptures
such religious precepts as seemed suitable to the age in which
they lived, and to study God and man and their mutual relations
so that the best possible balance might be struck between the
will of the Creator and the interests of his creatures. It was
the fulfilment of this task, at once doctrinal and ethical, which
gave rise to the Haggadah.1 In the second place, the commen-
tators strove to subject the precepts of the Torah to a searching
legal analysis, with a view to defining them more rigidly, and
also to enlarging the scope of their application. They sought
to follow them out to their logical conclusions and to seize
and express the true meaning of the unwritten Law, which was
soon held to be just as much the acknowledged word of Jahweh
as the Scriptures themselves. This accretion, mainly legisla-
tive, constitutes the Halachak.* It was this twofold stream of
exegesis which nourished the religious life of Pharisaism, without
which Judaism would certainlv have foundered.
II
the scribes, doctors of the law
The heading of this section refers to the men who carried
out this vast work of adaptation, namely, the sopherim, or
Scribes, whose appearance I have mentioned earlier as one of
the outstanding •'phenomena of the Restoration period and as
an essential factor in the building up of legalism.3 Among the
other names by which the Scribes were sometimes known are
hakhamim ("wise men") and Rabbis ("masters").4 They
had also the courtesy titles of abba, meaning "father," and
more ("guide," Greek tfafljjyjjTjfc).
Most scholars consider the Scribes (with the Synagogue
which really developed from them) as the most distinctive
creation of the post-exilic period. Their influence dates from
1	XXXm, 83 ff. ;   CCLXXIX, i, 161 #
2	XXXIII, 86 ff. ;   CCLXXIX, i, 161, 319 and Index.
3	Bibliography in LXXV, ii, 312JJF.;   O. Holtzmann, Die judische
Schriftgelehrtsamkeit, 1901 ;   EB, art. Scribes.    Cf. CCLEE, 162 ff.
4	This name, which became the usual one, only dates from the time of
Christ.    Cf. LXXV, ii, 316.    In Greek the commonest term is yga^arw;,
but  we   also   find   vq/mmqs,   ^o/^Q<5£5do%ay.o£,    dida$xa}.QQ   (Luke  ii.   46).
Josephus uses leQcr/Qapfiarev^ ccxptGr/j^ sfjf/^Trjg ra>v

